I nformation and information technologies are supported by communities of practice and institutions and, in turn, influence those communities and institutions (Brown and Duguid) . As a case in point, annotations were central to knowledge sharing in medieval literary cultures but became more peripheral with the advent of print technologies. Medieval readers persistently used the interlinear spaces and margins of manuscripts to discuss, critique, and learn from the annotations left behind by earlier readers. In fact, annotation was such a central part of medieval reading practices that annotations were routinely transcribed along with the primary text, and often the annotations eclipsed the primary text as multiple readers added new layers of commentary and responded to one another's interpretations and notes (see Figure 1 ). This marginal commentary not only included exegesis but also drawings, corrections, comments to or about other readers, and discussions about the nature and art of reading.
In contrast to the richness of medieval annotation practices, print annotation practices are relatively impoverished. Medieval literary cultures were able to support the exchange and discussion of annotations because multiple readers typically all had access to the same material copy of a text, which then served as a public resource for sharing information. In cultures with print technologies, however, most readers purchase individual copies of a text, so any annotations they make in the margins or on the text itself generally remain private and cut off from other readers. Indeed, annotating copies of a text that has been loaned is considered defacement. Thus, the only formal mechanism that print technologies provide for sharing annotations is through formal publication channels, such as the exegetical footnotes used in scholarly editions of texts. These scholarly annotations are physically separated from the text to which they respond and are much more restricted in form and function than the handwritten annotations readers typically produce while reading a text (Marshall, "Toward") . As a result, readers in cultures with print technologies, as compared with medieval readers, have limited opportunities for dialogue and learning through observation of others' interactions with a text. Although print technologies contributed to the decline of annotations as critical forums, digital technologies promise to revive these practices and create new ones. In the past few years, a number of software and hardware applications have emerged that capture and distribute the annotations made by readers of digital texts. (Figure 2 , for example, depicts an interface for carrying out digital conversations about a text, similar to the marginal glosses in Figure 1 .) These applications include widely used commercial products, such as Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat; collaborative writing products, such as Houghton-Mifflin's CommonSpace; tools facilitating annotation and dialogue on the World Wide Web, such as CoNote (Huttenlocher) , Critical Tools, Microsoft Office 2000, and ThirdVoice;  1 applications supporting informal interactions, such as Voicefax (Frohlich and Daly-Jones) ; new research technologies for displaying annotations, such as Fluid Documents (Chang et al.) ; and handheld devices, such as XLibris (Schilit et al.) , which use electronic pens to capture the materiality associated with reading physical documents.
2 As more and more readers take advantage of new annotation tools, they will be leaving tangible traces of their mental activities as they interpret, analyze, and critique texts. Many of these annotations will be housed in public (or semipublic) databases where they can be accessed and shared by subsequent readers of a text.
What contributions, if any, will these new technologies for capturing, displaying, and distributing annotations make to our goals as readers and writers and to workplace communication practices? Will devices for capturing annotations facilitate reading processes, or will they be more time-consuming and disruptive than their paper-based equivalents? Will databases that store and distribute the annotations of previous readers provide others with useful information, or will readers exposed to the annotations of others find them distracting? New technologies for distributing and displaying annotations, along with familiar computer functions, such as searching, filtering, and customizing appearance, may increase the utility of the annotation as a communicative forum. Or they may not.
In this article, we review the literature on reading, writing, and annotating as well as technologies supporting these activities with an eye toward identifying needed research that can help shape communities of practice and promote useful new technologies. Our review is organized around the roles that annotation plays in contemporary print-based publication practices. Today, a sharp distinction exists between private annotations that readers make for their own purposes and public annotations that are intended to be shared with other readers. Currently, four main functions of annotation can be identified:
2. to eavesdrop on the insights of other readers (e.g., by examining annotations made by previous readers of a text); 3. to provide feedback to writers or promote communication with collaborators (e.g., by making annotations while reading that are directed to other authors); and 4. to call attention to topics and important passages (e.g., by making annotations while authoring that are directed to the readers).
For each function, we review studies of people's practices, the development of relevant technologies, and potential applications for research on annotation from changes in the training of technical communicators to recommendations for the design of new reading and writing software. We believe that scholars should keep these applications in mind as they design and frame their studies, so they can address their research beyond the professional writing community to computer design communities. The References section of this article provides a good overview of the conferences and publications where such work would find a receptive audience. By addressing computer design communities, professional writing researchers will be able to form connections and alliances that can involve them in the design of new technologies. We have much to offer computer designers, both in imagining new applications and uses of technology and in testing the usability of new software and hardware.
FACILITATING READING AND LATER WRITING TASKS
Most research on reading has been conducted in academic settings and has focused on reading to learn. In this section, we call for more research on reading in professional settings with a special emphasis on the ways in which professionals annotate. This research has two main applications: to help designers of computer software and hardware build better reading tools and to help instructors devise interventions that may enable students to master the reading and writing strategies in the discourse communities they hope to join.
found that annotation occurred in conjunction with reading more than 25% of the time. Moreover, note taking on a separate document occurred in conjunction with reading an additional 22% of the time. Most workplace annotation is a solitary activity although workers often refer to their annotations in later conversations with colleagues (Blakeslee; Whittaker, Frohlich, and Daly-Jones) . And people often make and review annotations while listening (e.g., in a meeting) although little is known about this activity (but see Whittaker, Hyland, and Wiley for related practices). Handwritten annotations can take a variety of forms; the most common of these are highlights, underlines, marginal commentary, arrows, question marks, and asterisks.
3 Often, these markings are cryptic and telegraphic and follow a coding scheme that is only apparent to the annotator (Marshall et al.) .
However, this research on the ways in which professionals annotate does not sufficiently address the question of why they make these annotations. What social and cognitive processes do these annotations support in workplace settings? Although empirical research involving students suggests that annotations improve comprehension, facilitate rereading and review of documents, and help writers bridge reading and writing practices, very little of this research has been conducted in workplace settings.
Most of the experimental research has focused on students who are reading to comprehend and retain information (see Anderson and Armbruster; Caverly and Orlando) . Readers who annotate text segments increase the amount of time and effort spent on those segments. This increase results in improved recall and performance on test items related to those segments. Why those segments are better recalled is usually explained by the principle of "levels of processing" (Craik and Lockhart): The durability of memory is a function of the depth of processing, where greater depth means a greater degree of semantic processing. When the depth of processing of the material is appropriate to the task, performance on the task improves.
Unfortunately, how often readers in professional settings make such annotations for comprehension and recall or whether workers in some environments would benefit from an increase in such practices is unclear. Moreover, whether different annotation strategies have different effects is also unclear. Studies examining the easiest form of annotation-simply underlining-indicate that underlining is equivalent in effectiveness to other techniques for improving comprehension and recall, such as rereading, answering periodic study ques-tions (sometimes inserted by the author into the text itself), or summarizing the text, but may be less effective than more timeconsuming strategies, such as note taking or outlining (Anderson and Armbruster) .
Annotations made while reading have also been found to facilitate rereading, providing readers with efficient retrieval cues when they review the subject matter (Kiewra) and helping them to locate specific information from the text. In the workplace, this type of review often occurs just before meetings (Marshall et al.) . The importance of this review function is emphasized by usability studies indicating that many people dislike reading online because the lack of annotation functions makes it difficult for readers to locate information that they have already read (Wright) . Little research has been done on annotations made while reading to do (e.g., reading a reference manual to find how to position a picture in a word-processing program) although a small study contrasting five textbooks and two programming manuals indicates that annotations on manuals were fewer in number and of different types than those on textbooks (Nielsen) . Nonetheless, many people do not like updates to reference manuals because they lose the annotations they have made on the previous material, suggesting that these annotations are adding value in the skimming and rereading of the information (Walker) .
Not infrequently, professionals read in order to write their own texts. In academic settings, writing-from-sources tasks have been found to be cognitively complex activities that pose considerable difficulties for novice writers (Geisler; Kaufer and Geisler; Penrose and Geisler) . Theories of writing processes typically identify the following activities in writing from sources: acquiring knowledge, viewing knowledge from different perspectives to gain new insights, structuring knowledge according to those perspectives, selecting and possibly creating knowledge to meet goals for discourse, and rearranging these selections so that readers with different perspectives will find them equally coherent. Annotation often plays a key role in facilitating these activities. Joanna Wolfe ("Pedagogical"), for instance, found that people reading letters to the editor in preparation for writing their own responses to a particular issue annotated the source materials for a variety of purposes. Some of the reasons that they provided for making specific annotations were to monitor comprehension and mark key points for later review, mark passages intended for citation in their own texts, and express critiques and evaluations that they used to construct novel claims from the materials. Catherine Marshall ("Toward") similarly speculated that many of the annotations on texts used in upper-level university classes functioned to mark quotations or to record interpretations that the annotator intended to use in an original paper.
The contexts for reading appear to shape the type and quantity of annotations readers make. In a study of a reading group of professional researchers, Marshall and her colleagues found that discussion leaders read more carefully and made more annotations than other members of the group. Wolfe ("Pedagogical") likewise found that instructors reading letters to the editor in preparation for writing their own response texts made very different types of annotations than instructors reading the letters in preparation for discussing them in a composition class. When preparing their own texts, instructors included more annotations that evaluated the source materials and fewer didactic annotations that labeled organizational features and rhetorical strategies.
Technologies for Creating Annotations While Reading
Despite the increasing distribution and many possible benefits of reading documents online, most readers-in professions ranging from researchers to technical editors to students-prefer to print paper versions of online documents before reading them (Dayton; Haas, Writing; Ovsiannikov, Arbib, and McNeil) . Readers give many reasons for this preference: Paper is more legible than computer displays, paper is portable, paper allows readers to move back and forth easily between multiple documents or between different parts of the same document, paper documents can be easily annotated, and paper allows readers to get an overall impression of a document (see Dillon) . However, new, extremely high-resolution screens are under development, and portable devices with pen-based inputs are now on the market, though in early stages. These new appliances have the potential to overcome many of the drawbacks of working with digital text.
Although reviewing annotated documents on a computer screen may come with some costs, digital annotation technologies offer functions that are unavailable to readers making annotations on paper. XLibris (Schilit et al.) , a pen tablet display device designed to mimic the feel of paper documents (see Figure 3) , allows readers to make 340 JBTC / July 2001 marks anywhere on a page with a variety of ink and highlighter pens. XLibris scans readers' free-form annotations and uses key words associated with these markings to run implicit queries in a full-text database. The results of these queries are compiled in a further reading list that is presented at the end of the document. In an experiment comparing the effectiveness of queries derived from annotations with queries based on readers' relevance judgments, the queries derived from annotations produced better results, suggesting that such pro- grams can enhance traditional reading practices (Golovchinsky, Price, and Schilit) .
XLibris also provides advanced annotation support by collecting all of the annotations along with relevant clippings from the primary text in a separate reader's notebook. Readers can then use search features to locate specific annotations in the context of the primary text, or they can review the clippings in the reader's notebook to remind themselves of the text's most salient or thought-provoking points. Professional researchers interacting with XLibris used the reader's notebook in both expected and unexpected ways. One individual used the reader's notebook to find a reference annotated in the text; another marked passages he intended to discuss with a colleague and then used the reader's notebook to coordinate a brief discussion; a third reader attempted to use the reader's notebook to build his own table of contents for the document and to label questions to ask in a meeting but ended up abandoning the scheme (Marshall et al.) . Despite its user-friendly features, one subject complained about the device's inability to fold a page so the text and a reference at the end of the document could be seen simultaneously. Another subject complained about the small size of the margins, a problem that could be easily addressed.
Because writing from sources is such a cognitively complex task, tools for supporting this process are particularly welcome. One very early effort, Notes, was a hypertext application developed to investigate how writers acquire and structure new knowledge (Neuwirth et al., "Notes") . Notes was intended to augment writing processes by offering an easier method (than marginal annotations, paper note cards, and other computer-based alternatives) for writers to (1) record their own ideas, such as reactions, inferences, and plausibility assessments, while reading (allowing a writer to select a region of text, choose the menu item, and jot down an idea); (2) recover the context for those ideas (allowing a writer to go from any note to the relevant region in a full-text online source); and (3) view ideas from multiple perspectives (allowing a writer to make multiple arrangements of notes and compare those arrangements). The Notes program differed from existing hypertext systems in that the user interface was optimized for taking notes from source texts. Although used and studied extensively in the field and evaluated for usability, the program was not directly evaluated against more traditional paper-based strategies for taking notes.
Future Research Addressed to Design Communities
Reading devices such as XLibris have several implications for researchers in professional communication. First, the designers of these devices need to know more about reading in the workplace, especially the physical ways that readers interact with texts. Studies should be conducted on how readers proceed through documents, when and why they interrupt their reading, the types and variations of annotation and other forms of note taking that accompany reading, and the physical locations in which reading occurs. A range of methodologies could be used. Researchers could videotape readers as they interact with documents and observe the multiple activities that occur in tandem with reading. The documents read by the readers, along with any notes or other writing they produced while reading, could be collected and analyzed with the help of interviews or questionnaires. Reading logs, such as those used by Adler and colleagues, would be useful for tracing reading through various workplace settings.
Communication researchers might stress the potential design implications of their work by imagining new combinations of discrete activities that professionals make in the course of reading. For instance, if managers are found to move frequently from memos to calendars, researchers might suggest an interface that brings up a calendar whenever a date is underlined in a reading appliance. In studying a professional reading group, Marshall and colleagues found that readers often moved back and forth to the list of works cited, suggesting the need for an annotation feature that would bring up the complete reference whenever the reader noted an in-text citation. Detailed observations of reading activities taking place in naturalistic settings can thus provide data that can be used to discover new possibilities for reading appliances.
Comparison studies of readers making and using self-directed annotations in paper and electronic environments are also needed. These comparisons would have important implications for the design of computer interfaces. Some initial research in this area suggests that making annotations in computer versus paper environments has little effect on undergraduates' recall of informational texts (Rice; Van Oostendorp) . This research, however, has limited relevance for reading in professional settings because professionals and students often read for substantially different purposes. Designers also need com-parisons of readers reviewing their own annotations in paper and computer environments. Although many annotation technologies claim to support annotation review, few studies have systematically tested the effectiveness of such support.
Finally, comparison studies of experts and novices using these new technologies are also needed. Often, new technologies are only tested in expert settings where insufficient attention is paid to the costs and benefits these new technologies might pose to beginners in particular knowledge domains. For instance, although XLibris's advanced searching and querying features offer exciting possibilities for professional researchers, these features might prove to be overwhelming to readers new to a particular knowledge domain. Domain experts and novices might require different presentations or different weighting criteria for searches and references from features such as the reader's notebook or further reading lists.
Differences between Expert and Novice Annotation Strategies
Studies based on read-aloud protocols show differences in the reading strategies of experienced and novice readers. For instance, Graham Smart found that bank executives performing read-aloud protocols made use of a variety of critical strategies. The bank executives began by previewing a paper and then proceeded in an active, question-driven manner, taking a distinctly critical stance and continuously challenging the line of argument. Davida Charney, in a study comparing the reading strategies of graduate students and established scientists, found that the scientists read in a less linear fashion and were more likely than were the graduate students to actively employ strategies that would help them resist the text and its claims. Christina Haas and Linda Flower, in turn, found that graduate students employed more rhetorical reading strategies than undergraduate students. Although more recent research implies that at least some of this difference is due to their lack of familiarity with the topic, undergraduates still seem to use fewer evaluation strategies than do more experienced readers (Haswell et al.) . The suggestion that rhetorical reading strategies grow with increased experience is supported by Haas's ("Learning") longitudinal study of one biology student whose conception of the function of texts and the role of authors grew in complexity as she began to have laboratory experience and to work in a more realistic workplace setting.
Experienced and inexperienced readers also seem to differ in the ways they make and use annotations when reading to write. In a study of six college students writing from sources, Mary Kennedy found that students characterized as "fluent" readers made more notes and annotations than did students characterized as "not-sofluent" readers (447). Moreover, the fluent readers more frequently used their notes for more varied reasons when preparing to write an objective essay based on the source materials. Although Nancy Spivey, in an earlier study, had found no differences in the annotations of expert and novice readers, this discrepancy is probably due to the research task. While Spivey had students write a synthesis of source materials, Kennedy instructed her subjects to write an objective essay. The need to interpret and evaluate material they had read probably caused Kennedy's fluent readers to make greater use of annotations as they wrote. Although few researchers have specifically compared differences between the reading and annotation strategies of experienced professionals in workplace settings and those of undergraduates or beginning professionals, we would expect to find differences similar to those Kennedy found.
Future Research Addressed to Writing Instructors and Professionals
Given the number of cognitive processes that annotation can support, explicit instruction in annotation strategies may benefit students in writing courses. Such instruction may help students comprehend and recall information as well as integrate and evaluate information from multiple sources. Although no studies that we know of have explored how instruction in annotation strategies could help students in business and technical communication classes, researchers have found such instruction valuable in other areas. Lorraine Higgins, for instance, describes how intervention in composition students' notetaking and annotation strategies improved their abilities to construct arguments from source texts. Michele Simpson and Sherrie Nist used a seven-part annotation strategy to teach students in a learning-skills class how to study effectively for exams. This strategy consisted of teaching students to annotate by writing brief summaries in the text margins using their own words, enumerating multiple ideas, noting examples of concepts, marking key information on graphs and charts, jotting down possible test questions, noting confusing ideas, and selectively underlining key words or phrases. Students using this Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 345 multipart annotation strategy to study informative texts not only performed better on comprehension tests than students who used other strategies, such as previewing to generate study questions, rereading, or outlining, but they also spent substantially less time studying.
Interventions to improve annotation strategies for technical and business writing students might be based on studies of the reading practices of professionals in various fields. Researchers could easily gather data on annotation by collecting copies of texts that various individuals in an organization have read closely. To help interpret some of the more idiosyncratic markings, subjects might be provided with stimulated-recall questionnaires asking them to identify their reasons for making each annotation (Doheny-Farina and Odell). Such a questionnaire was used by Wolfe ("Pedagogical") and proved to be an effective device for interpreting annotations. In addition, comparisons of annotation practices might be done across professions as well as between novice and expert readers in a single field. Studies of the effectiveness of particular classroom interventions are also needed to explore which ones would help students become better readers and writers in the discourse communities they hope to join.
Researchers studying annotation in workplace environments may find that professionals in some situations do little annotation. In these cases, researchers might want to step in to see if explicitly training professionals in annotation strategies might improve communication within a particular workplace. Rachel Spilka advocates such intervention in workplace practices, stating that workplace practitioners are often unaware of ineffective communication strategies until they receive researcher feedback. Thus, communication researchers may be able to contribute to as well as learn from the communities they study.
EAVESDROPPING ON INSIGHTS OF OTHER READERS
Technologies that easily allow readers to share private handwritten annotations made by others do not currently exist, but they eventually will become viable resources for professional writers and writing instructors. Annotations made in tools such as XLibris are currently private, but these tools could be modified to allow sharing (with the annotators' permission). Ilia Ovsiannikov, Michael Arbib, and Thomas McNeil provide a good overview of current technologies 346 JBTC / July 2001 that allow readers to share typed annotations and describe technical features desirable in databases for storing personal annotations on documents. Business and technical communicators should begin to anticipate the changes to reading and writing practices that will result from technologies that blur distinctions between private and public annotations. Research on sharing annotations is still exploratory, so we advance a few hypotheses about the potential costs and benefits of eavesdropping on personal annotations and suggest studies that might test these hypotheses.
What We Know about Sharing Annotations
Most of the extant studies examining how annotations made by one reader can benefit later readers of the same text have tended to focus narrowly on how annotations affect study time and recall of material or performance on multiple-choice tests. These studies generally conclude that reading texts that have been highlighted by expert readers increases study time and improves recall on the emphasized items (Cashen and Leicht; Crouse and Idstein; Schumacher and Nash) but is not as effective as having readers make their own highlights (Fowler and Barker; Rickards and August; Schnell and Rocchio) . Readers also appear to benefit more from prehighlighted material if they believe that the annotator was an expert (Fowler and Barker; Marshall, "Toward") .
However, anecdotal evidence suggests several reasons why an individual might find others' annotations valuable. In his influential article presenting the earliest description of a hypertext-like document system, Vannevar Bush describes how readers' annotations might be used to form trails in a hypertext system that later readers could follow as paths connecting documents to one another. Likewise, Van Dam, another early hypertext innovator, justifies his emphasis on supporting the annotation of electronic documents by saying,
The reason I encouraged such annotations was that I remembered that when I was in college . . . I would always grab the dirtiest copy of a book from the library, rather than the cleanest one, because the dirtiest ones had the most marginalia, which I found helpful. Van Dam presumably used these marginal notes as aids in interpreting texts. Marshall ("Annotation"; "Toward") similarly found that Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 347 some students liked to buy used literature and philosophy books with extensive marginal commentary. These students found such interpretive markings useful-so much so, in fact, that one reader had even highlighted the annotations left behind by a previous owner of the text. David Nichols and colleagues report that users of a digital library of Renaissance manuscripts reacted positively to tools that allowed readers to share annotations. A parallel practice to annotation eavesdropping can be found in the compiled publication of annotations by a famous person (e.g., several volumes of marginalia by Samuel Coleridge and Edgar Allen Poe have been published).
Eavesdropping might also come into play when writers examine annotations made by their readers. For example, architects often scan copies of plans that their colleagues have marked so that they can quickly locate changes to the original design. Doctors similarly look at annotations fellow practitioners have made on medical charts to find noteworthy sections of a patient's history (Luff, Heath, and Greatbatch) .
Eavesdropping on others' annotations thus seems to help subsequent readers locate and comprehend information, find new references worth pursuing, interpret texts, and locate changes to documents. Readers in the workplace might also eavesdrop on annotations to glean information about how different readers interpret a text, locate potentially troublesome passages in need of elaboration or clarification, or home in on controversial sections. However, shared annotations might also have unanticipated drawbacks.
Shared Annotations Might Provide Information about Audience
One exciting possibility is that eavesdropping on annotations might provide a source of audience information. Researchers have long recognized the importance of audience in business and technical communication. Documents in these settings frequently have multiple audiences (Dautermann; Doheny-Farina) , and often writers have little firsthand knowledge about their primary readers (Huettman) . Beginning writers in these professions are often unaware of the crucial role that audience plays in shaping their writing (Paradis, Dobrin, and Miller) . However, even experienced writers may have difficulty predicting the emotional and psychological reactions of readers (Suchan and Dulek) .
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Annotations might help writers build more complex and accurate models of their readers because they provide insight into readers' processes and values. Technical communicators have used thinkaloud protocols as a source of audience data to improve their documents. But this technique is labor intensive and, in some contexts, may distort the data.
4 Karen Schriver has shown that reviewing a reader's think-aloud protocol can improve a writer's ability to anticipate readers' needs in general. Schriver used transcripts of readers thinking aloud as they tried to comprehend problematic texts to teach revision to juniors and seniors from 10 professional writing classes. Her students became more adept at identifying text areas that would cause problems for readers than did students who were instructed using a variety of audience analysis heuristics and peer review methods. David Roberts and Patricia Sullivan similarly report success with having students complete think-aloud protocols of classmates' writing.
If reviewing readers' think-aloud protocols helps writers to anticipate readers' needs, then writers, both professionals and students, should benefit as well from eavesdropping on annotations made during reading for similar purposes. Although annotations are not as rich in information as think-aloud protocols, they can reflect readers' problems, questions, and evaluations of a text. To test whether eavesdropping on expert annotations might influence the reading and writing strategies of beginning writers, Wolfe ("Effects") asked students enrolled in lower-level composition courses to write essays based on letters to the editor. Some of the letters contained no annotations, others contained underlining, and others contained evaluative commentary in the form of positive and negative assessments interspersed throughout the primary text. Students receiving annotated materials were told that a composition instructor planning to use the letters as discussion material had made the annotations. Wolfe found that students who received evaluative annotations were less likely merely to summarize (rather than argue for or against) the texts than were students who received the same material without annotations. Furthermore, Wolfe also found that the perceived stance of the annotator appeared to influence students' writing. Students who perceived the annotator as adopting the same position they pursued in their essays may have put less effort into persuading their readers than did those who perceived the annotator as adopting an undecided position. Thus, when students seemed to believe that the anno-tator was already persuaded to their point of view, they tended to write essays containing large amounts of irrelevant or inappropriate material (such as comments about the sex lives of the letter writers) and relatively little argument. Possibly, these students were demotivated by annotations that seemed to agree with their point of view.
Although Wolfe found mixed benefits to the annotations she used, her research does suggest that some annotations might give beginning professional communicators information about their readers. Researchers might begin by exploring whether reading memos, reports, or manuals that have been annotated helps beginning writers to anticipate the needs and expectations of their readers. James Paradis, David Dobrin, and Richard Miller describe the case of one young engineer who, to the dismay of his supervisor, documented one long project in a report of nearly 75 pages. Clearly, the beginning engineer had no idea what kind of effort it took to read such a long, ragged, and confusing document. Such extreme neglect of readers' needs might be forestalled if writers routinely worked from source documents containing appropriate annotations. For instance, viewing the evaluations, questions, and comments of a reader expressing irritation with a document might help young writers empathize with the needs and expectations of their readers.
Shared annotations might also help experienced writers address the needs of their audiences. Oftentimes, writers in business settings have little contact with the people to whom they write (Suchan and Dulek) . When preparing to write on a sensitive issue, experienced writers might therefore find it useful to eavesdrop on annotations made by particular readers to learn about the biases and values that shape their responses. This practice might similarly benefit writers of computer documentation. Barbara Mirel describes how writers of software manuals tend to present the needs of their readers narrowly, focusing on the tasks a user needs to perform rather than the larger goals a user might have for undertaking that task. Examining the notes that computer users make in their manuals might provide documentation specialists with needed information about the goals and activities of their readers. In some cases, annotations from readers who have elaborated about a procedure or commented on an exampleinformation that is now often found separately in answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs), with no connection to the original documentation-might be directly published in the document.
A number of methodologies could be employed here. Wolfe's study comparing the performance of student writers receiving clean documents with that of student writers in experimental groups receiving annotated documents could be repeated using participants and materials from a professional communication context ("Effects"). Researchers should also investigate whether some kinds of annotations are more effective than others are. Wolfe, for instance, found that underlining had no impact on students' writing, but strongly positive or negative commentary did influence students. Think-aloud protocols might provide useful information about how writers use annotations to construct their audiences. In addition, studies might address long-term effects: Do annotations only influence writing on the task at hand, or can exposure to annotated materials over time gradually lead writers to internalize their readers' needs?
Shared Annotations Might Help Communities Locate Points of Consensus or Controversy
Marshall suggests that annotations might be used to locate points of consensus-sections of a text that multiple readers seem to have marked as important or noteworthy ("Toward"). To explore whether a consensus might occur in readers' annotations, Marshall examined six used copies of a theoretical text used in an upper-division computer science course. Although the overall level of agreement was not high, readers' consensus was consistently higher than was predicted in consensus values based on chance. Hypertext developers might use this kind of information about community consensus to build tailored summaries of documents for different readerships. These summaries would differ from author-produced abstracts in that they would reflect only the information that particular discourse communities agreed was valuable. For instance, articles published in technical journals often contain information about writing practices even when that is not the article's main focus. Readers in technical communication would probably only be interested in the sections about writing; thus, a computer program that scanned markings made by various communication researchers and pulled out text sections that contained consensus might help subsequent researchers quickly and easily locate information in texts they might otherwise overlook.
Marshall's exploratory study was very limited in the number of subjects included and the types of materials employed ("Toward").
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Therefore, replicating this study in different contexts to see to what extent members of different communities agree on information that is worth annotating would be useful. Careful analysis of this agreement might allow professional communicators to suggest patterns of annotation that computer designers might use. Moreover, researchers might want to look not just for text segments that annotators agreed were important but also for those segments that seemed to elicit controversy.
Shared Annotations Might Have Unanticipated Drawbacks
Reading annotations made by other readers almost certainly incurs cognitive costs as well as benefits. Although some readers actively seek out annotated copies of texts, others just as actively despise them. Annotations can serve communal purposes, but they can also clutter a text, interfere with comprehension, and invoke contempt for the intellectual abilities of previous readers. In an examination of reviews commissioned by the publisher of The Presence of Others (Lunsford and Ruszkiewicz), a composition reader containing six essays annotated by both of the editors and a student volunteer, Wolfe ("Pedagogical") found many reviewers expressing reservations about the annotated essays. Although most of the reviewers liked the annotations, others complained that students found the annotations distracting or intimidating, and some reviewers feared that the annotations would stymie independent thought because students might view them as correct responses to the readings. In an exploratory study of students' written responses to the academic essays in The Presence of Others, Wolfe found no positive effects for the annotated essays and even uncovered evidence that might suggest that the annotations interfered with student comprehension.
Although Wolfe attributes these unpromising results to the didactic nature of the published annotations, which often self-consciously called attention to the annotators' own acts of reading, this study nonetheless underscores the potential drawbacks of sharing annotations. Nichols and colleagues similarly found that although users of their digital library liked its annotation capabilities, they were generally concerned that the commentary might quickly become unmanageable. Thus, research is needed that examines the situations in which annotations might hinder reading and writing processes. Again, studies of readers thinking aloud as they try to understand 352 JBTC / July 2001 various annotated texts would provide important information about the costs and benefits of these materials.
PROVIDE FEEDBACK TO WRITERS OR PROMOTE COMMUNICATION WITH COLLABORATORS
Annotations directed to others most commonly serve as a means for readers to provide feedback on a work in progress but can also support other communicative functions, such as to communicate thoughts about a finished document to later readers. A large number of technologies have been developed specifically with this form of annotation in mind. These technologies include annotation features in Microsoft Office 2000, Adobe Acrobat, Lotus Notes, CommonSpace, PREP Editor, MATE, and others.
In this section, we discuss situations in which annotations are directed to others, how annotation interfaces affect collaborative authoring and editing, how voice annotations compare with written ones, and how conversations surrounding documents unfold in annotation media. We focus on the subtleties of tool design because, despite the large number of applications designed to support otherdirected annotation, few of these systems have been empirically tested. Because these tools have great potential to influence the daily lives of professional communicators, research leading to specific recommendations for the use and development of annotation software is badly needed.
Situations in Which Annotations Made While Reading Are Directed to Others
The most common uses of other-directed annotation occur during the document development process. These situations include coauthoring, document review, professional editing, and instruction. Unlike annotations made for oneself while reading, other-directed annotations are likely to be incorporated into or otherwise influence the final copy of the text. The audience for these annotations is generally small and relatively well defined. However, that is not always the case because annotations made during the process of document review can simultaneously be addressed to an author and to unspecified potential readers, such as the author's supervisor. For instance, Paradis, Dobrin, and Miller, in their study of research and develop- Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 353 ment workers at Exxon, found that marginal comments made during document review allowed subsequent reviewers to catch up with what was going on in other departments. Collections of marginal comments served as a repository for cross-fertilization of ideas throughout the organization.
Other-directed annotations can also be used to advertise information about a communally shared document. In the London Underground, train controllers cover their timetables with cellophane sheets and mark temporary changes with a felt pen to share schedule changes and other important information with others. Doctors mark medical charts to alert future practitioners to particular sections of a patient's medical history (Luff, Heath, and Greatbatch) . Government employees often annotate documents with information about decisions or outcomes. For many of these government documents, these marginal notations become an intrinsic part of the official decision or action (Houser and Hart) . In these situations, annotations become part of the shared knowledge base of that group.
Most research on other-directed annotation has been in the area of closely coupled interaction between coauthors or between authors and editors. Less has been done in situations where many readers provide feedback, such as in large-scale requests for comments (RFCs). J. J. Cadiz, Anoop Gupta, and Jonathan Grudin have begun work in this area, providing a descriptive study of a large development team-roughly 450 people producing about 9,000 annotations on about 1,250 documents over 10 months-using a Web-based annotation system. As in other RFCs, comments were not so much about the documents as about the software specifications described in the documents.
How Annotation Interfaces Affect Quantity and Quality of Commenting
Many annotation technologies have been developed to facilitate exchanges between collaborators who are not colocated (see ACM SIGCHI and ACM SIGGROUP for current information). This effort to support long-distance collaboration reflects the fact that organizations increasingly rely on distributed teams to provide faster, more flexible, and, ultimately, more effective responses to a dynamic, turbulent global environment (DeSanctis and Jackson). Editors and writers in many organizations, however, have begun to use annotation technologies even in situations where collaborators are in the same 354 JBTC / July 2001 place. Although most technical editors working on-site with authors still prefer to handwrite comments, they are under increasing pressure from their management to use online editing programs because of the benefits these programs offer to the organization (Dayton; Farkas and Poltrock) . Some of these organizational benefits include greater speed in preparing documents, better version control, better archiving, increased productivity, and improved systems integration (Farkas and Poltrock) .
Handwritten comments, however, may have some benefits that are subtle but nevertheless important. Because handwritten comments are difficult to read, they are often interpreted in face-to-face meetings (Blakeslee) . Such face-to-face communication can support more interactivity (e.g., clarifying questions, quick follow-ups) and expressivity (e.g., eye contact, tone of voice), properties known to be important when communicating about highly equivocal problems that are sometimes at issue in a document (Kraut et al.) . Because experienced technical editors rate the ability to maintain positive relationships with the authors extremely high on their list of crucial skills (Duffy) , to find that editors resist technologies reducing face-to-face meetings would not be surprising. More research on the different communities of practice and their relationship to technology is needed in this area.
Different applications support different models of editing and review processes. The most common models include the comment model, the edit-trace model, and the traditional markup model. These models, however, are not mutually exclusive, and some tools (e.g., CommonSpace, PREP Editor) support both edit trace and comments on the edits (Neuwirth et al., "Flexible") . Of these models, the edit-trace model is thought by some to encourage heavier editing and less regard for the author's original text than the other models (Dayton; Farkas and Poltrock) although no studies have confirmed these speculations. Experienced technical editors also seem to have a preference for mixed models, either markup and comment or edit trace and comment (Duffy) . Given that making a change is sometimes easier than communicating the problem (e.g., when the tone of a sentence is problematic, changing it may be easier than describing the problem), tools that support mixed models are likely to be more successful. Edit-trace models have been criticized for being less economical and harder to interpret (Farkas and Poltrock) , but some research software has attempted to address such issues (Neuwirth et al., "Flexible") , and software is likely to improve. The editing model, however, that a pro-gram employs may have substantial impact on how editors perceive their tasks and how authors, in turn, perceive editors. Research in this area therefore could greatly aid development.
Even within particular models of the editing and review process, the visual layout of the interface has been found to affect reviewers' abilities to detect problems. In a study comparing three different commenting interfaces, Patricia Wojahn, Christine Neuwirth, and Barbara Bullock found that MBA students asked to review drafts of two different business cases responded to more problems in a text when using an interface that either inserted annotations directly into the text (an interlinear interface) or aligned annotations horizontally in the margin (an aligned interface, see Figure 2 ) than they did when using a footnote interface, such as Microsoft Word. Similarly, Van Oostendorp found that a footnote interface reduced the compactness of readers' annotations. These results strongly suggest that a footnote interface substantially increases the difficulty of recognizing problems and producing feedback.
Annotation interfaces also appear to affect the amount of communication between reviewers and other collaborators. Wojahn, Neuwirth, and Bullock found that participants using a footnote interface were less likely to respond to annotations made by a previous reviewer than were those using interlinear or aligned interfaces. Very limited, but nonetheless intriguing, evidence that an aligned-annotation interface might increase communication between collaborators is offered by Neuwirth and Wojahn's observational study of students in an argumentation course. The researchers found that an annotation program using an aligned interface that supported comments on comments seemed to have encouraged students to ask questions about the teacher's comments on their writing rather than simply dismissing comments they did not understand. Moreover, instructors using the program frequently responded to comments made by peer reviewers, a practice that is relatively rare in traditional classroom commenting situations.
Pen-based annotation interfaces using digital ink appear to offer great potential for online editing. Editors frequently resist online editing because keyboard input is slower than handwritten marks, and the two-dimensional space of the computer screen interferes with their abilities to navigate within documents (Dayton) . Pen-based input may alleviate these obstacles to online editing. MATE (Hardock, Kurtenbach, and Buxton) and PenEdit (see Farkas and Poltrock) are two prototypes of digital-ink programs. Pen-based systems have yet to be empirically evaluated.
Studies on annotation interfaces suggest two main directions for future research. First, many more studies are needed comparing different types of interfaces. In addition to the layouts mentioned, the increasingly popular sticky-note interface, in which reviewers insert textbox icons on top of the text much like a reader might use a paper Post-it note to mark points on a paper document, has yet to be systematically evaluated (theory, however, indicates it will be inferior to systems that use interlinear or aligned interfaces because sticky notes often obscure the underlying text). Second, most of the research on annotation interfaces has been conducted from the viewpoint of the person making the annotations. However, these designs are very likely to affect how authors view editors and other collaborators. More research is therefore needed from the point of view of the person receiving the comments.
We imagine future studies on annotation interfaces triangulating methods such as discourse analysis (e.g., length of annotations, amount of mitigation) and task performance (e.g., number and type of problems identified, time spent on task) with surveys and interviews querying both authors and reviewers for their preferences and perceptions regarding feedback produced in different environments. Such research should be conducted in both workplace and classroom contexts because the relationship between student and instructor is necessarily different from that of their counterparts in business settings.
Spoken versus Written Annotations
Up to this point, we have discussed annotations that are written. New media, however, allow voice annotations as well written ones. Because writing is more effortful to produce than speech, causing written comments to be somewhat terse, researchers have begun to explore the possibility of using voice as a medium to communicate annotations. The research below focuses on identifying situations in which voice annotations might be preferable to written ones and vice versa.
Voice communication (face-to-face meetings, telephone conversation, etc.), of course, is widely used in collaborative writing situations today. Technical writers tend to be very savvy about when they Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 357 choose to use spoken feedback and when they prefer to use written commentary to discuss concerns and problems about texts. Sam Dragga found that technical editors preferred to express directives, questions, and suggestions in written formats, whereas compliments tended to be expressed through oral commentary. Spoken compliments were viewed by these writers as genuine and supportive; however, when compliments were written, they were perceived as condescending or patronizing. Dragga also found that spoken feedback seemed to draw attention to the collaborative nature of the writing project and to minimize the defensive and possessive behaviors writers often display regarding their writing. In a related comparison of face-to-face and written collaboration, Lynn McGee found that technical writers' preferences for different media changed throughout the document process. At the beginning of the document process, writers preferred to use cross-functional team meetings and other forms of face-to-face communication but preferred textual forms of communication, such as e-mail and document review, toward the end of the process. We might therefore hypothesize that in situations when collaborators do not have the luxury of face-to-face communication, voice annotations might be preferred in the early stages of the document process with increasing reliance on written annotations toward the end of the process.
In studies comparing electronic spoken and written annotations, the commenting media influenced the type of feedback produced. Robert Kraut and colleagues found that MBA students using voice media produced more comments on high-level concerns and used a more personal style of commenting than did students using a keyboard. In a follow-up study, Christine Neuwirth and colleagues ("Distributed") looked at annotations produced by reviewers of manuscripts written by members of a university computer science department. Although comments about high-level substantive issues, such as quality of the argument, were the most common for all reviewers, reviewers using voice mode produced more annotations about purpose and audience, whereas reviewers using keyboard mode tended to produce more comments about substance. In addition, comments from reviewers using the voice mode were more polite and provided more reasons for their concerns.
Neuwirth and colleagues ("Distributed") also looked at how these comments were perceived by the authors of the documents under review. The findings suggest that reviewers who produce annotations in voice mode may be perceived as more trustworthy and somewhat more likeable than reviewers who produce their annotations via keyboard. This last result is consistent with studies in writing classrooms showing positive responses to instructor-produced voice feedback (Pearce and Ackley; Van Horn-Christopher) and has strong implications for interpersonal relationships between authors and reviewers or editors in business settings. Except for low-level comments, writers found the voice annotations just as usable as the written annotations.
Unfortunately, voice annotation has its trade-offs. A specially designed computer interface (as in Neuwirth et al., "Distributed") is needed to overcome production problems common with audiotape hardware (Pearce and Ackley) and problems with reviewing long audiotaped segments (Byrne) . Neuwirth and colleagues ("Distributed") found that although writers liked the use of voice commentary on high-level problems, they did not like voice commentary for lowlevel stylistic feedback. However, reviewers and authors may differ in their preferences. For instance, in a study comparing e-mail and voice mail usage, Maha El-Shinnawy and M. Lynn Markus found that workers in an aerospace and defense systems organization often preferred one medium for producing messages but a different medium for receiving messages.
5 These findings indicate the need to evaluate carefully the benefits and drawbacks of using spoken and written media to communicate different types of feedback.
Annotation as Conversation
Annotation programs not only allow collaborators to comment on documents, but they also allow extended conversations to take place in the context of a common text. To aid distributed teams, PREP Editor (and its commercial version, CommonSpace) was designed to support conversations over distances by allowing writers to annotate not only the original document in the margin but also the comments themselves (Neuwirth et al., "Issues") . Figure 2 depicts an example of the PREP Editor in which reviewers respond to one another's annotations. Each user's annotation can form a conversational turn, with the conversation unfolding over time as the document is passed back and forth (Francik et al.) . Web technologies such as ThirdVoice and StickyChats (Churchill et al.) have been developed with this conversational use of annotations specifically in mind. Readers select text in a document, and comments associated with it appear in the document's margin, where they can be in turn annotated by subsequent readers. Thus, unlike e-mail or Usenet discussions, conversations car- Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 359 ried out via technologies such as ThirdVoice or StickyChats do not have the burden of quoting large blocks of text to remind readers of the larger context of the message.
Very little research has been done on distributed conversations using such technologies. However, Neuwirth and Wojahn found that the conversational space provided by an annotation program encouraged students to ask questions about the instructor's commentary on their writing and also seems to have encouraged the instructor to respond to comments made by peer reviewers. This in-context conversation thus appears to make the document review process more dialogic. Cadiz, Gupta, and Grudin have also begun some work in the use of annotations to coordinate conversation in large groups sharing an interest in common documents. People liked using the annotations to resolve minor issues outside of large group meetings, thus preserving face-to-face meeting time for more important topics. However, people preferred e-mail over annotations when a quick response was required. The researchers also found that people did not repeat a comment if someone else had already made the same point. On one hand, that saves time for document reviewers, but it also results in an absence of information about consensus. Wojahn, Neuwirth, and Bullock found that previously posted annotations distracted reviewers away from problems in the text that had no annotations. Both these findings suggest the importance of having reviewers operate independently of one another in their reviews. The PREP Editor supports merging the comments of two independent reviewers later. In large-scale, loosely coupled collaborations, conversations via annotation threads are relatively rare. Cadiz, Gupta, and Grudin found that of the 6,263 threads in their database, only 479 threads consisted of three or more annotations. How these annotation threads might compare with conversation threads made in other communication environments such as Usenet-type discussion forums or e-mail is not clear although preliminary evidence indicates that conversations are rare in these environments as well (see Whittaker et al., "Dynamics") .
Research is needed to compare the costs and benefits of dialogue via annotation technologies with that conducted via other computermediated settings. Discourse analysis methods might be used to examine conversations conducted via annotation technologies (cf. Cadiz, Gupta, and Grudin) and e-mail listservs or Usenet groups (cf. Whittaker et al., "Dynamics") , comparing the number and length of messages, depth of conversational threads, quantity of repeated text, number of agreements and disagreements, use of mitigation, and other factors. These methods might be combined with surveys or interviews with participants soliciting their impressions of the conversations and the technological environments. In addition, studies might examine whether the communication environment affects comprehension or recall of the conversations. Finally, studies might examine whether voice annotations enhance computer-mediated conversations.
CALL ATTENTION TO TOPICS AND IMPORTANT PASSAGES
Most of the research we have discussed so far focuses on annotation technologies that support processes such as reading or collaboration. However, annotation programs have also been used to present finished texts. In these cases, the annotation is specifically intended to be part of the final, public document. In journals and academic documents, the most common form of published annotation is the footnote. However, technical documents often make use of marginal annotations or call-outs. Excellent examples of annotations in technical writing can be found throughout Karen Schriver's Dynamics in Document Design.
A few studies of the effects of annotation call-outs have been done in the context of reading to learn (Duchastel and Chen) . Phillipe Duchastel identifies two functions for call-outs: (1) identifying and characterizing specific textual contents and their relationship to the whole (e.g., What will be treated in this section? How does it fit with the rest? What does this term mean?) and (2) summarizing (e.g., What is essential? What is secondary?). Call-outs might be helpful because as readers process texts, they are assessing the relationship and value of information encountered in terms of their evolving representations of the topic, and call-outs can help with that assessment. Research on how readers actually use such call-outs, especially in the workplace, is much needed.
In print documents, call-outs appear statically in the margins, and digital technologies offer opportunities for notes that are dynamically authored. Digital technologies also provide new options for varying how annotation call-outs appear. Fluid Documents (see Figure 4) is a general computer architecture that uses lightweight interactive animation to incorporate annotations in their context. Small visual cues Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 361 in the primary text, such as underscoring, announce the presence of supporting material. When the reader moves the mouse over a cue, the annotation expands gradually while the surrounding primary text changes position to accommodate the annotation. Although interactive animation architectures such as Fluid Documents have the potential to support all of the annotation functions we have discussed so far, we believe that this technology has the most potential as a medium for displaying supplemental information (such as definitions, related topics, or elaborations) on published documents. Fluid Documents might also reduce some of the cognitive difficulties associated with reading hypertexts by providing contextual information about links before a reader follows them (Zellweger, Chang, and Mackinlay) . However, whether the potential benefits of this architecture would counterbalance the distraction caused by the animation itself is far from clear, although an initial observational study suggests that viewers do not find them distracting (Zellweger et al.) .
Research is needed on whether using interactive animation to display annotations affects comprehension of the primary text. Simple
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When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the Political Bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the Separation. We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created As unequal in many ways as humans may be, no one human or class of humans is superior to another human or class of humans. equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness --That to secure these Rights, Governements are instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the Governed, that whenever any Form of Government tests of recall and comprehension might be given to individuals asked to read texts with static and dynamic annotations. Think-aloud protocols might also provide important information about how readers process and respond to these annotations. Finally, readers should be surveyed for their perceptions and reactions to dynamically annotated text. Print technologies, by their very nature, deal with precomposed static annotations. Fluid Documents, while introducing dynamic display, still assumes that the annotations have been preauthored. In contrast, systems are being developed in which the annotations are computed dynamically. Jamey Graham developed a system, called Reader's Helper, that dynamically annotates phrases in a document that match a reader's indicated topics of interest, with the goal of helping readers locate relevant sections of a document more quickly. The system, however, has not been empirically evaluated. SuperBook, however, which highlights the table of contents and text based on a user-entered search query, was extensively studied and found more effective than print documents on a range of measures (Landauer et al.) .
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CONCLUSION
We have sketched a broad agenda for future work on annotations. Much more information is needed about how workers in various professions read and annotate texts. Observational studies of workers as they read, cued-recall questionnaires prompting for information on annotations, and expert-novice comparisons would all be appropriate research methods here. We also need studies that assess the effectiveness of teaching students (or professionals) various annotation strategies that might help them participate in different discourse communities. In addition, research on the benefits or drawbacks of sharing annotations made by previous readers will help professional communicators prepare for new technologies that blur distinctions between public and private annotations. Particularly useful would be think-aloud protocols that examine how writers use annotations by others and comparison studies of texts produced by writers working from annotated and clean materials.
More studies are needed on the effects of annotation interfaces on making, receiving, and using feedback for revision. Interviews and questionnaires assessing how writers perceive feedback delivered via different media, textual analyses of the types of changes editors make Wolfe, Neuwirth / FUTURE OF ANNOTATION 363 and on the communicative effectiveness of these changes, and thinkaloud protocols of writers using annotations to revise would all be appropriate methods of analysis. Finally, research testing subjects' comprehension and recall as they read information via different annotation-display interfaces would help document designers make decisions about the presentation of their work.
As new reading technologies make the act of reading and annotating electronic documents increasingly comfortable, we will encounter new questions about how to make and use annotations to facilitate other reading and writing processes. The study of annotation practices and uses will play an important role in these future developments.
NOTES
1. ThirdVoice has generated considerable controversy because the annotations are stored in a central server and are visible to anyone looking at a Web page using the ThirdVoice software.
2. Systems allowing annotation on nontextual media are also under development, and little empirical work has been done to evaluate the use of these systems. For example, the Filochat system synchronizes handwritten note taking in a meeting with audiotape recordings of the meeting (Whittaker, Hyland, and Wiley) . David Bargeron and colleagues describe a system for annotating Web-based streaming video that has been used to annotate videos of classroom lectures with questions and answers. Another annotation system allowing for annotations on multimedia texts in educational settings is reported by Brian Smith and Brian Reiser.
3. In an early study of annotations, Nielsen proposes an interesting taxonomy. 4. Nicole Ummelen and Rob Neutelings, for instance, found that subjects thinking aloud while reading were more likely to judge a text's content positively, whereas subjects reading silently tended to judge the text negatively.
5. This finding may change with new advances in technology. A new system, Jotmail (see Whittaker et al., "Jotmail") , appears to mitigate some of the problems in listening to voice mail.
6. Margin Notes (Rhodes) is another system that processes a text and annotates it on the fly. The system is able, for example, to annotate a document with citations to other articles that are similar to the contents of a paragraph.
